There is a place beyond all bounds,
A refuge across the winds
and the sands and the sea
That is free.
Free from time. Free from pressure.
A place of liberation,
To let go and simply be.
A world of your own making.

Venture forth, and slip
the bounds of time
The clock, it binds us. It ticks relentless, marching
us forever forward with its unyielding beat.
But what if we were unshackled from its grips?
What beauty we might uncover; what freedom
we might find.
The Nautilus exists beyond the bounds of time.
It is a place where nothing is fixed, and anything
is possible.
Where you are free to set your own beat.
Free to do – and to be – as you please.
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Your journey begins
The Nautilus is your bohemian hideaway in the Maldives.
A highly personalised, immensely private resort of 26 beach
and ocean houses where every experience is tailored to you.

Size: 242 x 249 metres
Location: UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve, Baa Atoll
5°15'44.4"N 73°09'18.6"E

Getting here: The Nautilus experience begins as soon
as you touch down at the airport. You'll be greeted as you
disembark your plane, and ushered to a private VIP lounge
for immigration and customs. Soar above swirling atolls aboard
a seaplane direct from the comfort of The Nautilus private lounge,
touching down at your doorstep just 30 minutes later. For a truly
personal experience, charter your own private seaplane from Malé.

MALÉ
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The freedom to simply be
We drift through life distracted. Driven only by what’s in front
of us, oblivious to the beauty around us. We spend lifetimes
in search of meaning, only to wind up lost along the way.
And as time slips by, we lose touch with ourselves, and with
each other.
A celebration of the individual spirit, The Nautilus offers
liberation. Freedom unconditional. Space to share, to meet,
to be yourself and shape your own personal journey. And, most
of all, to celebrate the people you’re with, in any way you choose.
Because in the end, it’s these simple, elemental pleasures
– that ability to simply be – that form the greatest luxury of all.
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Space to call your own
That most elusive desire: total privacy, unimpeded.
At The Nautilus, only 26 beach and ocean houses
line our shores – each a personal sanctum with
its own separate living room and private pool,
infusing the comforts of home with a bohemian
whimsy that invites you into the barefoot life.
Space to live, to laugh, to share wonderful
memories. Space for children to roam free,
to explore – or meet other 'young wonderers'
on adventures specially designed for kids.
Your connection to the world outside: a private
butler service, dedicated to ensuring every
element of your house is tailored to you.
A place to mix and mingle, to spend quality
time together in perfect privacy.
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Whispers of bohemia
With passion for self-expression, a taste
for elegance and a touch of trademark whimsy,
The Nautilus allows its creative side to run wild.
Colourful textiles and raw, natural materials
unite to deliver an atmosphere of endearing
warmth and total comfort. Free-flowing
spaces designed for living, not showing.
Vibrant expression transforms the mundane
into engaging works of art.
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Our houses
•
•
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Nine 1-bedroom Beach Houses 280 sqm
Eight 1-bedroom Ocean Houses 252 sqm
Three 1-bedroom Beach Residences 400 sqm
Two 1-bedroom Ocean Residences 453 sqm
Two 2-bedroom Beach Residences 545 sqm
One 2-bedroom Ocean Residence 472 sqm
One 3-bedroom The Nautilus Retreat
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Liberate your palate
Eat when you’re hungry, have breakfast for
dinner, drink Champagne in bed. The Nautilus
delights in veering off script, crafting bespoke
culinary journeys designed just for you.
Explore intriguing infusions of Mediterranean and
Arabic cuisine at our signature fine dining restaurant,
celebrate simplicity with Japanese and Latin-American
creations at the grill, or savour an array of global
delicacies at our all-day dining restaurant.
No opening or closing, no breakfast hours, no dress
codes. Come as you are, enjoy great company and
indulge in a shared passion for extraordinary cuisine.
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Anywhere you please
Picnics by the pool, a vintage brut on the beach,
dinner for two as you sail through the moonlight
– embrace the spontaneous spirit of dining at
The Nautilus. From the intricate artistry of fine
dining to the simple joy of a home-cooked meal
in your living room, dine without restrictions.
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The world at your feet,
adventure at your door.

The wild blue yonder
Imagine treasure hunting in the deep, or drifting beside a gentle giant of the sea.
Baa Atoll, a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, lies just outside your door – a kaleidoscopic
wonderland of incredible marine life. Marvel at our house reef at the edge of the lagoon, or dive
into the world-renowned Hanifaru Bay and swim amongst whale sharks and whirling manta
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your adventure of discovery can begin the moment you arrive.
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Free from time, free from pressure.
Let go and simply be.

Journey to wellness
Immerse yourself in the island’s energy – a natural haven of wellness surrounded by serene
and sparkling seas. Our spa specialises in the bespoke, designing wellness programmes
and daily rituals that refresh and relax, pamper and protect.
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pace. You’ve got all the time in the world to reflect and recalibrate.
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Life, love, passion, liberation.
A tonic for the spirit, with
dreams set free.
An Island to yourself
Secluded and intimate, an entire island yours to command.
Reserve The Nautilus for your family and friends to enjoy in complete and discreet privacy.
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The Nautilus at a glance
26 beach and ocean houses and residences • Spa with four treatment rooms • Three restaurants •
Two bars • House reef • Natural beaches • Marine biology • Watersports and fishing •
Diving and snorkelling • Excursions • Yoga and meditation • Weddings, honeymoons and events •
Private yacht • Deserted island • Sand bank • Open-air cinema
The Nautilus invites full-island bookings for the private rental of a single group.

Inclusions
CIP welcome with greeting on tarmac and immigration clearance in VIP lounge •
Use of The Nautilus seaplane lounge • Bottle of Champagne and gourmet platter on arrival •
Dedicated butler • Packing and unpacking service • Breakfast anytime, anywhere • Daily sunset cocktails •
Deli-style canapés at our pool bar all day long • Your selection of soft drinks and still and sparkling water •
Premium teas and coffees • Wi-Fi throughout the island • Non-motorised water sports • Snorkelling equipment •
Children’s recreation area • Babysitting • Unlimited daily scheduled yoga, fitness and medition classes •
Two children under 12 stay free with parents • Laundry (four items per villa per day) •
Early check-in/late check-out whenever possible • Departure gift • Consortia benefits

hello@thenautilusmaldives.com
www.thenautilusmaldives.com
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A return to pure escapism. A personal sanctum.
A world of your own making.

